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Abstract
Disabilities that are not directly observable (invisible disabilities) is an area of psychological
research that is rapidly expanding and in need of further studies. Invisible disabilities are
different from the stereotypical interpretation of “disabilities” in that they are not readily
apparent to others – thus, their holders have control over disclosure of their disability status.
There has been little research on the impact of invisible disability status on perceptions of
workplace potential. Additionally, job relevance of a disability has been shown to influence
evaluations of employees (Colella & Varma, 1999). Recently, research has theorized about the
process of designating employees as “high potential” in the workplace– meaning they are likely
to earn promotions in an organization and take positions of leadership over time (e.g.,
Finkelstein, Costanza, & Goodwin, 2015). Previous research has looked at the effect of an
invisible disability on perceptions of employee potential (Kerbis, Stricker, Atterberg, Thomas, &
Finkelstein, 2018), but job relevance was not tested. The current study manipulated the presence
of a job-relevant invisible disability and the quality of employee performance to test the effect on
perceptions of potential. After receiving employee information, participants filled out
questionnaires to evaluate the employee in four categories of potential (social competence,
cognitive ability, personality, and growth and learning competencies) as well as their
promotability. Findings were difficult to interpret due to inadequate sample size but suggest that
those with invisible disabilities may have different standards of potential to live up to in
comparison to their counterparts who did not have a disability.
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Invisible Disabilities and Potential
Disabilities that are not directly observable are concealable and thus present unique
challenges to their holders. These are often also referred to as invisible disabilities or concealable
identities. Until recently, these types of disabilities have not been the focus of much research and
are in need of further studies. Much research done in this area has studied evaluations and
decisions relevant to employment of persons with invisible disabilities (Spirito & Bellini, 2008;
Goldberg, Killeen, & O’Day, 2005). Research is lacking in the area of career advancement and
potential for leadership in those with invisible disabilities once they have been employed. Filling
these gaps is essential. Lynch and Finkelstein (2015) found that those with visible disabilities
were perceived as having worse job performance compared to those without when performance
quality was the same. Additionally, relevance of a disability to the particular job has been shown
to influence expectations about future performance in employees (Colella & Varma, 1999).
Potential for leadership specifically has been studied (Silzer & Church, 2009; Finkelstein,
Costanza, & Goodwin, 2018), but not in the context of invisible disabilities. Finkelstein et al.
(2018) discuss the designation of employees as high potential, meaning that they are likely to be
promoted and take positions of leadership over long periods of time. The current study was
adapted from a study by Lynch (2009), in which participants looked over a series of employee
files and evaluated the performance of the workers afterward. This study examines how
perceptions of employee potential may vary based on whether that employee has a job relevant
invisible disability.
Invisible Disabilities in the Workplace
Invisible disabilities are disabilities that cannot be distinguished simply by looking at a
person (Santuzzi, Waltz, Finkelstein, & Rupp, 2014). A range of disabilities may be considered
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invisible, including but not limited to psychological conditions, chronic pain/illness, sensory
disabilities, cognitive or learning challenges, autoimmune disorders, or sleep disorders (Santuzzi
et al., 2014). Visible consequences of these disabilities may be present, but without knowledge of
the disability, these consequences (e.g. slower movements) may be attributed to character traits
within the person (e.g., laziness, disorganized; Neal-Barnett & Mendelson, 2015). Invisible
disabilities are concealable, and thus are different in that their holders may be unaware of them,
may not accept the disability title (reject that it is in fact a disability or reject the thought that
they personally have it), and do have control over whether that disability is disclosed (Santuzzi et
al., 2014). Those with visible disabilities do not have the choice of disclosure, and so they do not
face these same challenges (Saal, Martinez, & Smith, 2014).
Disclosing an Invisible Disability
While those with invisible disabilities have the ability to hide their condition, this may
not be in their best interest. Those who do not disclose their disability do not have access to legal
protections through the American with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1991. Additionally, concealing
the disability is cognitively taxing in that disability holders must manage conversations to stay
away from the topic and may become preoccupied with thoughts of their condition as a result
(Smart & Wegner, 1999). Others may attribute disability holders’ behavior to a negative
character trait within the person (e.g. ineffective worker) rather than to their disability (NealBarnett & Mendelson, 2015). However, disclosing an invisible disability leaves the holder
vulnerable to the stigmas surrounding their disability and disbelief about the legitimacy of their
disability from coworkers and supervisors (Santuzzi & Waltz, 2016). Invisible disability holders
that ask for accommodations risk perceptions of unfairness. Because their illness is not readily
visible, these accommodations may look to other coworkers like favoritism (Colella, 2001).
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Research has shown the effects of disclosing an invisible disability in a hiring situation.
Several studies found that the type of disability may be important for perceptions when a
disability is disclosed in an interview (Gouvier, Sytsma-Jordan, & Mayville, 2003; Spirito &
Bellini, 2008). For instance, participants perceived the candidate with a physical disability as
more employable than one with a psychological disability (Spirito & Bellini, 2008). One study
found that those who disclosed early on in the interview were liked even more than the candidate
without a disability, and those who waited until the very end of the interview were liked less and
viewed as less hirable than the candidate without a disability (Roberts & Macan, 2006).
Different types of disabilities have been shown to have different effects in a hiring
situation (Gouvier et al., 2003) as well as in evaluations at work (Colella & Varma, 1999). When
a potential employee had a mental health disorder, they were less likely to be hired than a
candidate with a disability that was unrelated to mental health (Gouvier et al., 2003). Having a
mental health disorder, as opposed to a “physical” disability, also resulted in poorer evaluations
at work (Colella & Varma, 1999). In both studies, the employee or potential employee was
viewed especially negatively when they had a psychological disorder (e.g. mental illness)
compared to an employee with a physical disability (e.g. back pain). Attitudes towards those
with disabilities may be a function of the specific disability and the social situation (Grand,
Bernier, & Strohmer, 1982).
Colella and Varma (1999) found that stereotype surrounding the particular disability and
job fit mediated the relationship between disability type and workplace acceptance. Here,
disability-job fit is described as “raters’ stereotypes about the extent to which a specific disability
might affect performance on a particular job” (Colella and Varma, 1999, pg. 79). When this
disability-job fit was perceived to be poor, employees were less likely to be accepted in the
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workplace. Additionally, when disability-job fit was perceived to be poor, employees were
expected to perform poorly in the future. This was true even when participants were provided
with objective data about performance (Colella & Varma, 1999). Different disabilities may then
also have different effects on perceptions of potential, depending on the relevance of the
disability to the job at hand.
Lynch and Finkelstein (2015) tested the effects of disability presence and subjective
versus objective rating type on performance appraisals and resource allocation. In this study,
participants were shown the files of several different employees and then asked to evaluate the
employees. Lynch and Finkelstein (2015) found support for their shifting standards hypothesis
(2015) in that there was no significant difference between disability and no disability when the
rating type was subjective, and there was a difference when rating type was objective.
Potential Designation in the Workplace
Potential is a difficult concept to operationalize and measure because it is impossible to
know what the future holds or what exactly a future version of someone is capable of. In
discussing designation of employees as high potential, Finkelstein et al. (2018) consider potential
as “the probable upper bound trajectory of what an individual may achieve in their career” (p. 4).
This definition is distinct from constructs of promotability in that it considers the long-term
future of the individual. The individual may not yet possess the skills to be successful in
leadership positions, but if they had the ability to learn the skills for these higher roles and do
well in them then they would be considered high potential.
Rather than measuring potential directly, we need to look for indicators that a person
would be successful in leadership positions and able to obtain these positions. Finkelstein et al.
(2018) proposed a model in which the factors of social competence, growth and learning
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competencies, cognitive ability, and personality would indicate potential in employees. Rising to
leadership/higher up positions and succeeding there would require someone to be socially
competent, able to learn and grow, relatively smart, and possessing of personality traits
congruent with successful leadership (Finkelstein et al., 2018). In terms of the Five Factor Model
of personality, extraversion, openness to experience, agreeableness have been found to correlate
positively with leadership (Judge, Bono, Ilies, & Gerhardt, 2002). Neuroticism has been found to
correlate negatively with leadership (Judge, Bono, Ilies, & Gerhardt, 2002). These indicators are
meant to inform actual potential; whether that potential is perceived by others and whether the
employee lives up to it is another matter.
Disability presence may affect these perceptions, as those with disabilities are often seen
as high in warmth but low in competence (Fisk, Cuddy, Glick, & Xu, 2002). An employee with a
job-relevant invisible disability would likely be seen as less open to experience, conscientious,
extraverted, and agreeable and more neurotic than an employee without a disability. An
employee with a job relevant invisible disability would also likely be seen as less socially
competent, cognitively able, and growth and learning competent.
The perception of potential is important in that it leads to growth opportunities, like
training opportunities, challenges that build skills, promotions, and advancement opportunities.
Perceptions of potential inform these decisions that allow an employee to move up in a company,
and so understanding how these perceptions are made is essential.
Current Study
The current study used an adapted form of Lynch’s (2009) employee files, focused
specifically on invisible disabilities, and used two of Lynch’s three performance level conditions
(high and moderate). This study investigated whether the presence of a job relevant invisible
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disability and level of performance affect the degree to which a person is perceived as having
high potential. Disability presence and performance level was manipulated to test for effects on
perceptions related to potential. An invisible disability relevant to the described job was used.
Social anxiety serves as a job relevant invisible disability – perceptions of how likely social
anxiety is to affect the job performance of a worker in sales may cause more negative reactions
in comparison to a job-irrelevant invisible disability.
It was predicted that presence of an invisible disability will result in lower perceptions of
potential compared to those with no disability. High performing candidates were predicted to be
perceived as having more potential than moderate performing candidates. Specifically, it was
predicted that the high-performing employee without a disability would be perceived as having
the most potential, the moderate-performing employee without a disability would be perceived as
having more potential than the high-performing employee with a disability, and the moderateperforming employee with a disability would be perceived as having the least potential. Overall,
candidates with a disability would be judged as having lower potential than those without – even
when comparing the moderate performing no disability and high performing disability
conditions.
Methods
Participants
There was an initial sample size of 113. Participants who finished less than half of the
survey were not included in data analysis. After this, the sample size for data analysis was 106. A
majority (52.8%) of participants indicated being female (56), 37.7% indicated being male (40),
1.9% indicated other (2), and 3.9% prefer not to answer (4). The age of participants ranged from
18 to 48 (M=22.89, SD=5.40). The race breakdown was 38.7% white, 20.8% African-American,
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19.8% Hispanic/Latino, 8.5% Asian, and 4.7% other. 52.8% of participants reported being
employed part-time (56), 13.2% reported being employed full time (14), 28.3% reported being
unemployed (30), and 1.9% reported being retired (2).
Procedure
The study took place online through a Qualtrics survey. Participants were recruited via
online convenience sampling, psychology professors offering credit, or SONA. SONA is an
online tool for universities that allows researchers to recruit participants, manage participant
tools, and set up studies (Sona Systems Overview). Students received course credit as
compensation Participants first read the informed consent and agreed to participate. They were
then tasked with evaluating an employee file to determine whether Michael Johnson had
adequate job performance. Participants were then randomly assigned to one of four possible
employee files to evaluate. The study had a 2 (Disability presence: Yes or No) x 2 (Performance:
High or Moderate) between-subjects design. Those in the disability condition received the same
files as those in the no disability condition with the addition of a Americans with Disabilites Act
(ADA) accommodations request form. This form disclosed that Michael had diagnosed social
anxiety that can lead to problems concentrating. The high performing employee files had a more
impressive resume, higher scored performance reviews, and fewer requests for leave than the
moderate performing files (see Appendix A).These files were adapted from Lynch (2009).
After reading the files, participants rated Michael Johnson in the categories of social
competence (Silvera, Martinuzzen, & Dahl, 2001), learning agility (Lombardo & Eichinger,
2000), cognitive abilities (Jacobs & Roodenburg, 2012), personality (Donnellan, Oswald, Baird,
& Lucas, 2006), and promotability (Averhart, 2012) in a randomized order. Following this,
participants filled out demographic information and were subsequently debriefed.
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Measures/Materials
Participants rated the employee on social competence, growth and learning competencies,
personality, and cognitive ability.
Social Competence. Social competence was measured using the Tromso Social
Intelligence Scale (TSIS; Silvera et al., 2001). This scale has 25 items in which participants rate
on a scale how much they would agree with each statement as it applies to Michael Johnson
(e.g., “Rate to the extent to which Michael: Can predict other peoples’ behaviors”) ranging from
1 (Very Unlikely) to 5 (Very Likely). Participants’ scores were created by averaging the answers
of all questions. This scale is reliable (α = 0.73) and does not have any subscales.
Learning Agility. Growth and learning competencies were measured using the Learning
Agility Scale (LAS; Lombardo & Eichinger, 2000). Participants rated each statement on a
Likert-type scale as it applies to Michael Johnson ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree). This scale has 15 items consisting of (1) people agility (5 items), (2) results
agility (3 items), (3) mental agility (4 items), and (4) change agility (3 items). Participants’
scores were created by averaging the answers of all questions. This scale is reliable (α = .89). An
example of an item on this scale would be “Has often pulled off things with limited resources”.
Personality. Personality was measured using the International Personality Item Pool –
Short Form (Mini-IPIP; Donnellan et al., 2006). Participants rated each statement on a Likerttype scale as it applies to Michael Johnson ranging from 1 (very inaccurate) to 5 (very accurate).
An example of an item would be “Is the life of the party”. This scale has 20 items consisting of
(1) extraversion (4 items), (2) agreeableness (4 items), (3) conscientiousness (4 items), (4)
neuroticism (4 items), and (5) intellect/imagination (4 items). Participants’ scores were created
by averaging the answers of all questions. Reliability was low for three of these subscales
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(intellect/imagination α = -.55, neuroticism α = .12, agreeableness α = .64), and those subscales
were not used as a result. The other two subscales were reliable (extraversion α = .76,
conscientiousness α = .69).
Cognitive Ability. Cognitive ability was measured using a Self-Report Measure of
Cognitive Abilities (SRMCA; Jacobs & Roodenburg, 2012). Participants rated each statement on
a Likert scale as it applies to Michael Johnson ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly
agree). This scale has 25 items. This scale is reliable (α =.93). An example of an item from this
scale would be “Rate the extent to which Michael can: understand abstract ideas”.
Promotability. Participants also evaluated the employee in promotability using the
Promotability Benefits Questionnaire (PBQ; Averhart, 2012). Participants rated each of 4
statements on a Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). This
scale is reliable (α = .92). An example statement on this questionnaire would be “I am confident
that Michael Johnson will success in his new position”.
Results
Univariate One-way ANOVAs were used to investigate the effects of condition on the
potential and promotability measures. We used Tukey’s post hoc analysis to determine where
differences based on groups were stemming from. We had poor reliability (<.65) in three
instances and thus will not be presenting those outcomes (intellect/imagination, agreeableness,
and neuroticism). To evaluate the assumption of homogeneity of variances, we evaluated the
Levene’s test. This assumption was not violated across all analyses. Table 1 portrays all
descriptive statistics and correlations among outcome variables.
There was a significant difference in cognitive ability score based on condition,
F(3,99)=6.32, p=.001. The high performing individual with a disability was rated higher in
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cognitive abilities than the moderate performing individual with a disability, p= .002. The high
performing individual with a disability was rated higher in cognitive abilities than the moderate
performing individual without a disability, p=.002. Figure 1 displays the cognitive ability ratings
in all four conditions.
There was a significant difference in learning agility score based on condition,
F(3,99)=5.03, p=.003. The high performing employee with a disability was rated higher in
learning agility than the moderate performing employee with a disability, p=.046. The high
performing employee with a disability was rated higher in learning agility than the moderate
performing employee without a disability, p=.004. The difference between the high performing
employee without a disability and moderate performing employee without a disability
approached significance (p=.07), with the high performing employee without a disability rated as
more learning agile than the moderate performing employee without a disability (see Figure 2).
There was a non-significant but trending difference in social intelligence rating based on
condition, F(3,96)=2.302, p=.08. The high performing individual with a disability was rated
more socially competent than the moderate performing individual without a disability, p=.08 (see
Figure 3).
There was a significant difference in promotability score based on condition,
F(3,99)=17.35, p<.001. The high performing employee without a disability was rated more
promotable than the moderate performing employee with a disability, p<.001. The high
performing employee without a disability was rated more promotable than the moderate
performing employee without a disability, p=.001. The high performing employee with a
disability was rated more promotable than the moderate performing employee with a disability,
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p<.001. The high performing employee with a disability was rated more promotable than the
moderate performing employee without a disability, p<.001 (see Figure 4).
There was a significant difference in extraversion based on condition, F(3,100)=7.03,
p<.001. The high performing employee without a disability was rated more extraverted than the
high performing employee with a disability, p=.003. The high performing employee without a
disability was rated more extraverted than the moderate performing employee with a disability,
p<.001. The difference between the moderate performing employees with and without a
disability approached significance (p=.065), with the moderate performing employee without a
disability rated more extraverted than the moderate performing employee with a disability (see
Figure 5).
There was a significant difference in conscientiousness based on condition, F(3,98)=5.94,
p=.001. The high performing employee with a disability was rated more conscientious than the
moderate performing employee without a disability, p=.004. The high performing employee
without a disability was rated more conscientious than the moderate performing employee
without a disability, p=.007. The difference between the high performing employee with a
disability and the moderate performing employee with a disability approached significance
(p=.085), with high performing employee with a disability rated more conscientious than the
moderate performing employee with a disability (see Figure 6).
Discussion
The goal of the current study was to investigate how the presence of a job-relevant
invisible disability may effect perceptions of employee potential. The presence of a job-relevant
invisible disability and level of employee performance was manipulated to test for effects on
potential-related constructs and promotability. Results showed support for only one of the
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hypotheses but provided unexpected insights into the way in which perceptions of invisible
disability holders are influenced.
Employees with job relevant invisible disabilities were perceived as less extraverted than
high performing employees without a disability. This was the only outcome supporting the
hypotheses that those with the job relevant invisible disability would be perceived as having less
potential. Regardless of performance, the employee was seen as less extraverted when they had
the invisible disability. This implies that disability status was more important than performance
when forming perceptions about extraversion. Less extraverted here would imply that the
employee has less potential; Out of the personality traits tested, extraversion had been shown to
correlate most consistently with leadership (Judge et al., 2002).
The high performing employee with an invisible disability was seen as having more
cognitive ability and growth and learning competencies than both moderately performing
employees, but the high performing disability absent was not. This was consistent with previous
findings suggesting those with invisible disabilities may have different standards of potential to
live up to in comparison to their counterparts who did not have a disability (Kerbis, Atterberg,
Stricker, Thomas, & Finkelstein, 2018; Lynch & Finkelstein, 2015). In this pattern, the
performance level of the employee was only an indicator of cognitive ability/learning agility if
the employee had an invisible disability. If an employee did not have a disability, performance
level did not suggest anything about their cognitive ability or learning agility. If an employee did
have an invisible disability, high performance suggested that they were high in cognitive
ablility/learning agility and moderate performance suggested that they were low in cognitive
ability/learning agility. Invisible disability holders then may have an unseen disadvantage in that
perceptions of them are based off of a different or larger set of criteria. This is not bias in its
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simplest sense, but it is still differential perception based purely on the presence of an invisible
disability.
Other findings do not follow one discernible pattern. Both high performing individuals
were seen as more promotable than both moderate performing individuals. Within high and
moderate levels, the employee with an invisible disability was not perceived differently in terms
of promotability than the employee without a disability. This suggests that promotability
perceptions may be based in performance and not disability status. Both high performing
individuals were seen as more conscientious than the moderately performing individual without a
disability.
Limitations
This study is not without its limitations. Firstly, this study was experimental in nature.
While this ensures strong internal validity and controllability, there is no guarantee that these
effects will generalize to the actual work environment. One reason that these results may not
transfer into that context is the little amount of employee information available to participants. In
the actual work environment, managers making decisions about promotion and high potential
designations generally have more information about the employee at hand than our participants
were given. Participants in the current study were making a first impression of the employee
based off of a limited amount of information. Real supervisors would have not only employee
files but also behavioral observation and prior interactions from which to base these perceptions.
Additionally, the use of social anxiety as the only invisible disability allowed for internal
validity of the study. However, in order to be sure that these results are not specific to social
anxiety, perceptions of several types of invisible disabilities should be studied. Stigma may differ
based on the dimensions of concealability, disruptiveness to social interactions, aesthetics,
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origin, and potential threat of the condition (Pachankis et al, 2018). While invisible disabilities
are similar in their concealability, they may differ across other dimensions and subsequently in
the stigma attached to them. Psychological conditions may elicit more negative responses than
physical disabilities, as shown in the study by Gouvier and colleagues (2003), and so it is
especially important for further research to explore the effects of both psychological and physical
invisible disabilities (i.e. a mental health condition such as depression versus a physical
condition such as chronic pain).
Another limitation of the current study is the use of the Learning Agility Scale
(Lombardo & Eichinger, 2000) to measure growth and learning competencies. Finkelstein et al.
(2015) suggest the use of three measures to get at growth and learning competencies: learning
agility, typical intellectual engagement, and developmental readiness. Future research may want
to include all three scales to accurately measure growth and learning competencies. Additionally,
three out of the five personality components had poor between item-reliability and thus produced
uninterpretable results. A possible explanation for the poor reliability of these components is that
these measures were adapted for the current study’s context. Finding a more reliable measure of
personality would allow for usable data.
Future Research
Further research may also be needed to test for the reliability of those four factors
(growth and learning competency, personality, social competence, and cognitive ability) as true
indicators of potential. Research has not yet solidified these four components as predictors of a
“high potential” designation or success in leadership roles.
Another factor of interest is controlling for stereotype activation effects. There is the
possibility that results were different between conditions because of the activation of disability
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schemas (simply by seeing an ADA form versus not seeing one) rather than because of bias
towards the disability holder (Devine, 1989).
Implications
The results of the current study imply negative outcomes for those with invisible
disabilities. If those with invisible disabilities (especially job relevant ones) are seen as having
less potential or held to higher standards than others, they may be given fewer opportunities for
growth and advancement in a career even though they are qualified for them. This negatively
effects not only the holders of invisible disabilities but also the organizations at which they are
employed. Holding back those with disabilities based on their disability status has negative legal
repercussions associated with the ADA and negative social repercussions in the form of public
perception of the organization. Those with real potential that go overlooked will be a missed
opportunity for the organizations that could have had great leaders and for the employees who
were capable of achieving more if only given the opportunity.
Findings of the current study indicate that those with job-relevant invisible disabilities
may be seen as less extraverted than those without, and that those with job-relevant invisible
disabilities may be held to a different set of standards when perceptions of potential are being
formed. This may go unseen and is important to address for the good of not only the employees
with disabilities but also for organizations as a whole. Future research should compare several
types of invisible disabilities and control for stereotype activation effects.
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INVISIBLE DISABILITIES AND POTENTIAL
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics and Correlations among Outcome Variables
Correlations
N
M
SD
1
2
3
4
1. Cognitive Ability 103 3.45 0.57
2. Learning Agility
103 3.33 0.61 .80***
3. Social
100
3.21 0.42
.33* .45***
Competence
4. Promotability
103 3.49 1.03 .53*** .55*** .29**
5. Extraversion
104 2.96 0.90 .17+
.23*
-.18+
.20*
6. Conscientiousness 102 3.37 0.72 .45*** .37*** -.06
.42***
Note. + p< .10* p< .05; ** p< .01; *** p< .001
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Figure 1. Mean scores of cognitive ability across conditions. This figure illustrates that those
who were high performing and had an invisible disability were seen as more cognitively able
than those who were moderate performing with an invisible disability (p=.002) and those who
were moderate performing without a disability (p=.002).
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Figure 2. Mean scores of learning agility across condition. This figure illustrates that those who
were high performing with a disability were seen as more learning agile than those who were
moderate performing with a disability (p=.046) and moderate performing without a disability
(p=.004).
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Figure 3. Mean scores of social competence across conditions. This figure illustrates that those
who were high performing with an invisible disability were seen as more socially competent than
those who were moderate performing without a disability (p=.08).
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Figure 4. Mean scores of promotability across conditions. This figure illustrates that the high
performing employee without a disability was seen as more promotable than both the moderate
performing employee with an invisible disability (p<.001) and without a disability (p=.001). The
high performing employee with an invisible disability was seen as more promotable than both
the moderate performing employee with an invisible disability (p<.001) and the moderate
performing employee with a disability (p<.001) .
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Figure 5. Mean scores of extraversion across conditions. This figure illustrates that the high
performing employee without a disability was seen as more extraverted than the high performing
employee with an invisible disability (p=.003) and the moderate performing employee with an
invisible disability (p<.001).
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Figure 6. Mean scores of conscientiousness across condition. This figure illustrates that the
moderate performing employee without a disability was seen as less conscientious than both the
high performing employee with a disability (p=.004) and the high performing employee without
a disability (p=.007).
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Appendix A
Employee Files
There will be four conditions adapted from Lynch (2009), a dissertation conducted at Northern
Illinois University (Dissertation reference number: 3369793).
All four conditions will receive the following instructions:
Directions: We have been tasked with evaluating several employee files to determine whether
the individual at hand has adequate job performance. This task is often what supervisors engage
in in order to determine who is performing according to company files. We need your help in
evaluating Michael Johnson’s file. Your job as a participant in this study is to pay attention to the
information in the file and formulate an impression of his job performance. After reading
through Michael’s file, you will be asked to make a judgment regarding his individual job
performance. It is important that you pay close attention to the information in each
employee file because you may be asked to recall specific information regarding each
employee.
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Condition 1: High Performing Disability Present
Michael R. Johnson
michael.johnson@nfi.com
127 W. Grant St., #4
Minneapolis, MN 55403
651-901-3357
Education
Bachelor of Arts, English, May 2013
University of Minnesota, Rochester, Minnesota
Sales Experience
National Freedom Insurance Co., Minneapolis, MN; July 2013 to Present
Insurance Sales Associate
Responsible for selling, maintaining, and administering vehicle, homeowner, life, and
other insurance policies to individual customers, developing ongoing customer
relationships, and enhancing future customer relationships.
Mobile Cellular Outlet, Rochester, MN; August 2010 to June 2013
Customer Sales Representative
Responsible for administering new cellular phone plans purchased by new customers,
provided product advice regarding cellular technology and monthly cellular service plans
to new and existing customers, and developed ongoing customer relationships.
Bill’s Pet Emporium, Rochester, MN; July 2001 to August 2010
Salesperson
Merchandise sales, developed ongoing customer relationships, enhanced future sales,
developed seasonal sales, cared for animals, responsible for kennel care, and handled
cash transactions.
O’Malley’s Auto Parts, Rochester, MN; April 2005 to June 2007
Customer Sales Associate
Merchandise sales, provided technical advice to customers, trained new employees.
Work-Related Accomplishments
Top Selling Insurance Sales Associate of the Month, National Freedom Insurance
March 2014, August 2014, January 2015, May 2015, October 2015, February 2016, June
2016, November 2016, April 2017, August 2017, December 2017, March 2018, June
2018
Other Accomplishments
Fluent in Spanish
Phi Beta Kappa National Honor Society, Inducted May 2010
Professional Organizations
American Insurance Marketing and Sales Society, August 2013 to Present
National Association of Vehicle Insurance Agents, August 2013 to Present
National Association of Life Insurance Agents, August 2013 to Present
National Association of Homeowner Insurance Agents, August 2013 to Present
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Retained by: Office of Record: 5 Years After Separation
Other Copies: 3 – 5 years After Evaluation
Employee Name:

Department:

Michael Johnson

Insurance

Payroll Title:

Date Hired

Insurance Sales Associate

07/2013 5 yr

Supervisor Name:

Supervisor’s Payroll Title:

Ron Ward

Operations Supervisor –
Midwest

1
Unsatisfactory

Responsibilities for
Period of Evaluation

2
Improvement
Needed
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Prepared in Duplication
Original-Employing Dept.
Copy-the Employee
Region:

Midwest
Length of Time in Present Job:

3
Satisfactory

Period covered by this evaluation:
FROM: 07/2017
TO: 07/2018
Length of time you have supervised this
employee:

5 yr

4
More than
Satisfactory

5
Superior

Comments and Objectives

Select One

Selling,
maintaining, and
administering
vehicle,
homeowner, life,
and other
insurance to
individual
customers

Michael has continually surpassed his annual sales goals.
His annual sales for the past year totaled $770,000,
eclipsing his goal of $700,000. Each of the 5 years he has
been working at NFI, Michael has surpassed his annual
sales goal by a substantial margin.

1

2 3 4 5

Developing
ongoing
customer
relationships

Michael continues to foster relationships with current
customers. Since joining our team at NFI, Michael has
retained 105 customer accounts. Over these 5 years, he has
only lost 3 customer accounts. This is by far one of the
lowest rates of account loss in our division.

1

2 3 4 5

1

2 3 4 5

Michael continues to work hard to bring in new customer
Enhancing future
accounts to NFI. Over the past 5 years, Michael has
customer
averaged 45 new accounts annually. This trend continued
relationships
over the past year as well.

*Each supervisor and member of the management team who has direct responsibility for meeting established
commitments to equal employment opportunity and affirmative action goals shall be evaluated on his/her own good
faith efforts in these areas.
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2
4
1
3
5
Improvement
More than
Unsatisfactory
Satisfactory
Superior
Needed
Satisfactory

Comments
Michael continues to impress myself and other supervisors here at NFI.
It is fully expected that Michael will continue to grow his customer rate at a rapid pace as he has
demonstrated over the past 5 years.
Future Plans and Actions
Over the next year, Michael’s sales goal for customer accounts has been set at $875,000.
Michael is urged to begin developing his supervisory skills by attending the Leaders in action
workshop in October.

08/01/18
Signature of Immediate Supervisor

Your signature indicates neither agreement nor disagreement
with the evaluation, but it does indicate that you have read
the evaluation, and it has been discussed with you. If you
wish, you may comment in the space below.

Date

08/05/18
Department Head Signature

Date

08/06/18
Employee Signature

Date
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National Freedom Insurance Co.
ADA Disability Accommodation Request Form
Last Name:
Johnson
Department:
Insurance
Office Location:
Minneapolis, MN
Email Address:
michael.johnson@nfi.com

First Name:
Michael
Job Title:
Insurance Sales Associate
Office Phone:
651-901-9283

DESCRIPTION OF NEED:
Michael has been diagnosed with social anxiety by Dr. Chatta. His anxiety has been seen to lead
to a difficulty concentrating and needs accommodations.
Note: Medical, technical, or service provider assistance may be required to establish a disability as defined by
law and for information necessary to arrange reasonable accommodations. All medical and related
documentation is kept confidential.

ACCOMMODATION REQUESTED (Explain how the accommodation will address the
functional limits caused by the disability. You may attach additional pages if necessary.)
Placement of work space so that it is as quiet and distraction free as is reasonably possible. This
will help with the difficulties concentrating experienced during particularly trying times and
improve my efficiency, productivity, and simplify my task. I will also need to use an electronic
organizer to keep important information (e.g., client names, numbers, etc.) and has alarms so I
don’t miss meetings, deadlines, etc.

___________________________
Employee’s Signature

8/20/18
Date

_______________________
Supervisor’s Signature

8/22/18
Date

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION OFFICE USE ONLY:
Accommodation granted.

___________________________________
Affirmative Action Office Signature
Cc: Employee
Supervisor

08/23/13
Date
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION OFFICE
P.O. Box 1973
Minneapolis, MN 55403
OFFIC: VOICE/TDD: (651) 591 - 1903
FAX: (651) 591 – 1000
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National Freedom Insurance Co.
REQUEST FOR PERSONAL LEAVE
State law requires that you be informed that you are entitled to: (1) request to be informed about
the information collected about yourself on this form, (2) receive and review that information,
and (3) have the information corrected at no charge.
NAME (type or print): Michael Johnson

Job Title: Insurance Sales Associate

Date Prepared: 3/25/18

Department: Insurance

Dates of Leave:

4/15/18 to

4/22/18 .

TYPE OF LEAVE

PURPOSE OF LEAVE

___________ Compensatory Leave
___________ Annual Leave
___________ Sick Leave
___________ Jury Duty
___________ Emergency Leave
___________ Leave Without Pay*
___________ Military Leave
___________ Other (specify below)

___________ Vacation/Personal
___________ Doctor’s Appointment
___________ Birth adoption, placement of foster child*
___________ Spouse/child/parent illness or injury*
___________ Employee illness or injury
___________ Jury Duty
___________ Other (specify below

_________________________________

_____________________________________________

_________________________________

_____________________________________________

_________________________________

_____________________________________________

COMMENTS

Vacation

Notice to employees: This leave _______ will or _______ will not be counted as part of your Family Medical Leave
entitlement for the current fiscal year. If you do not provide appropriate FMLA medical certification for your
absence or do not provide status updates as required, your leave will be charged to any vacation you have earned or
leave without pay. The leave will not be protected by the Family Medical Leave Act and you will not receive the
State benefit contribution while on unpaid leave.
Employee Statement: I certify that I have read and understand the information on this form. I further certify that I
understand that my leave will count toward my Family and Medical Leave entitlement if the purpose of my taking
leave fits one of the categories appearing with an asterisk above. I also certify that I have specified the appropriate
reason for my leave in the space provided above. If the leave is to care for my spouse, child, or parent who does not
live in my home, I certify that I am requesting sick leave only for the time I am needed to provide care and
assistance for a documented medical condition.

EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE _____________________________

DATE

9/16/18

APPROVED BY ______________________________________ DATE

9/25/18
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Condition 2: High Performing Disability Absent
Michael R. Johnson
michael.johnson@nfi.com
127 W. Grant St., #4
Minneapolis, MN 55403
651-901-3357
Education
Bachelor of Arts, English, May 2013
University of Minnesota, Rochester, Minnesota
Sales Experience
National Freedom Insurance Co., Minneapolis, MN; July 2013 to Present
Insurance Sales Associate
Responsible for selling, maintaining, and administering vehicle, homeowner, life, and
other insurance policies to individual customers, developing ongoing customer
relationships, and enhancing future customer relationships.
Mobile Cellular Outlet, Rochester, MN; August 2010 to June 2013
Customer Sales Representative
Responsible for administering new cellular phone plans purchased by new customers,
provided product advice regarding cellular technology and monthly cellular service plans
to new and existing customers, and developed ongoing customer relationships.
Bill’s Pet Emporium, Rochester, MN; July 2001 to August 2010
Salesperson
Merchandise sales, developed ongoing customer relationships, enhanced future sales,
developed seasonal sales, cared for animals, responsible for kennel care, and handled
cash transactions.
O’Malley’s Auto Parts, Rochester, MN; April 2005 to June 2007
Customer Sales Associate
Merchandise sales, provided technical advice to customers, trained new employees.
Work-Related Accomplishments
Top Selling Insurance Sales Associate of the Month, National Freedom Insurance
March 2014, August 2014, January 2015, May 2015, October 2015, February 2016, June
2016, November 2016, April 2017, August 2017, December 2017, March 2018, June
2018
Other Accomplishments
Fluent in Spanish
Phi Beta Kappa National Honor Society, Inducted May 2010
Professional Organizations
American Insurance Marketing and Sales Society, August 2013 to Present
National Association of Vehicle Insurance Agents, August 2013 to Present
National Association of Life Insurance Agents, August 2013 to Present
National Association of Homeowner Insurance Agents, August 2013 to Present
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Retained by: Office of Record: 5 Years After Separation
Other Copies: 3 – 5 years After Evaluation
Employee Name:

Department:

Michael Johnson

Insurance

Payroll Title:

Date Hired

Insurance Sales Associate

07/2013 5 yr

Supervisor Name:

Supervisor’s Payroll Title:

Ron Ward

Operations Supervisor –
Midwest

1
Unsatisfactory

Responsibilities for
Period of Evaluation

2
Improvement
Needed
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Prepared in Duplication
Original-Employing Dept.
Copy-the Employee
Region:

Midwest
Length of Time in Present Job:

3
Satisfactory

Period covered by this evaluation:
FROM: 07/2017
TO: 07/2018
Length of time you have supervised this
employee:

5 yr

4
More than
Satisfactory

5
Superior

Comments and Objectives

Select One

Selling,
maintaining, and
administering
vehicle,
homeowner, life,
and other
insurance to
individual
customers

Michael has continually surpassed his annual sales goals.
His annual sales for the past year totaled $770,000,
eclipsing his goal of $700,000. Each of the 5 years he has
been working at NFI, Michael has surpassed his annual
sales goal by a substantial margin.

1

2 3 4 5

Developing
ongoing
customer
relationships

Michael continues to foster relationships with current
customers. Since joining our team at NFI, Michael has
retained 105 customer accounts. Over these 5 years, he has
only lost 3 customer accounts. This is by far one of the
lowest rates of account loss in our division.

1

2 3 4 5

1

2 3 4 5

Michael continues to work hard to bring in new customer
Enhancing future
accounts to NFI. Over the past 5 years, Michael has
customer
averaged 45 new accounts annually. This trend continued
relationships
over the past year as well.

*Each supervisor and member of the management team who has direct responsibility for meeting established
commitments to equal employment opportunity and affirmative action goals shall be evaluated on his/her own good
faith efforts in these areas.
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2
4
1
3
5
Improvement
More than
Unsatisfactory
Satisfactory
Superior
Needed
Satisfactory

Comments
Michael continues to impress myself and other supervisors here at NFI.
It is fully expected that Michael will continue to grow his customer rate at a rapid pace as he has
demonstrated over the past 5 years.
Future Plans and Actions
Over the next year, Michael’s sales goal for customer accounts has been set at $875,000.
Michael is urged to begin developing his supervisory skills by attending the Leaders in action
workshop in October.

08/01/18
Signature of Immediate Supervisor

Your signature indicates neither agreement nor disagreement
with the evaluation, but it does indicate that you have read
the evaluation, and it has been discussed with you. If you
wish, you may comment in the space below.

Date

08/05/18
Department Head Signature

Date

08/06/18
Employee Signature

Date
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National Freedom Insurance Co.
REQUEST FOR PERSONAL LEAVE
State law requires that you be informed that you are entitled to: (1) request to be informed about
the information collected about yourself on this form, (2) receive and review that information,
and (3) have the information corrected at no charge.
NAME (type or print): Michael Johnson

Job Title: Insurance Sales Associate

Date Prepared: 3/25/18

Department: Insurance

Dates of Leave:

4/15/18 to

4/22/18 .

TYPE OF LEAVE

PURPOSE OF LEAVE

___________ Compensatory Leave
___________ Annual Leave
___________ Sick Leave
___________ Jury Duty
___________ Emergency Leave
___________ Leave Without Pay*
___________ Military Leave
___________ Other (specify below)

___________ Vacation/Personal
___________ Doctor’s Appointment
___________ Birth adoption, placement of foster child*
___________ Spouse/child/parent illness or injury*
___________ Employee illness or injury
___________ Jury Duty
___________ Other (specify below

_________________________________

_____________________________________________

_________________________________

_____________________________________________

_________________________________

_____________________________________________

COMMENTS

Vacation

Notice to employees: This leave _______ will or _______ will not be counted as part of your Family Medical Leave
entitlement for the current fiscal year. If you do not provide appropriate FMLA medical certification for your
absence or do not provide status updates as required, your leave will be charged to any vacation you have earned or
leave without pay. The leave will not be protected by the Family Medical Leave Act and you will not receive the
State benefit contribution while on unpaid leave.
Employee Statement: I certify that I have read and understand the information on this form. I further certify that I
understand that my leave will count toward my Family and Medical Leave entitlement if the purpose of my taking
leave fits one of the categories appearing with an asterisk above. I also certify that I have specified the appropriate
reason for my leave in the space provided above. If the leave is to care for my spouse, child, or parent who does not
live in my home, I certify that I am requesting sick leave only for the time I am needed to provide care and
assistance for a documented medical condition.

EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE _____________________________

DATE

9/16/18

APPROVED BY ______________________________________ DATE

9/25/18

INVISIBLE DISABILITIES AND POTENTIAL
Condition 3: Moderate Performing Disability Present
Michael R. Johnson
michael.johnson@nfi.com
127 W. Grant St., #4
Minneapolis, MN 55403
651-901-3357
Education
Bachelor of Arts, English, May 2013
University of Minnesota, Rochester, Minnesota
Sales Experience
National Freedom Insurance Co., Minneapolis, MN; July 2013 to Present
Insurance Sales Associate
Responsible for selling, maintaining, and administering vehicle, homeowner, life, and
other insurance policies to individual customers, developing ongoing customer
relationships, and enhancing future customer relationships.
O’Malley’s Auto Parts, Rochester, MN; April 2005 to June 2007
Customer Sales Associate
Merchandise sales, provided technical advice to customers, trained new employees.
Work-Related Accomplishments
Top Selling Insurance Sales Associate of the Month, National Freedom Insurance
March 2014, August 2014, January 2015, May 2015, October 2015, February 2016
Other Accomplishments
Fluent in Spanish
Phi Beta Kappa National Honor Society, Inducted May 2010
Professional Organizations
American Insurance Marketing and Sales Society, August 2013 to Present
National Association of Vehicle Insurance Agents, August 2013 to Present
National Association of Life Insurance Agents, August 2013 to Present
National Association of Homeowner Insurance Agents, August 2013 to Present
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Retained by: Office of Record: 5 Years After Separation
Other Copies: 3 – 5 years After Evaluation

39

Prepared in Duplication
Original-Employing Dept.
Copy-the Employee

Employee Name:

Department:

Michael Johnson

Insurance

Payroll Title:

Date Hired

Length of Time in Present Job:

Insurance Sales Associate

07/2013

5 yr

Supervisor Name:

Supervisor’s Payroll Title:

Period covered by this evaluation:
FROM: 07/2017
TO: 07/2018
Length of time you have supervised this employee:

Ron Ward

Operations Supervisor – Midwest

5 yr

1
Unsatisfactory
Responsibilities for
Period of Evaluation

2
Improvement
Needed

Region:

Midwest

3
Satisfactory

4
More than
Satisfactory

Comments and Objectives

5
Superior

Select One

Selling,
maintaining, and
administering
vehicle,
homeowner, life,
and other
insurance to
individual
customers

Michael continues to grow his customer base from year-to-year.
His sales over the past year totaled $442,000, a total that falls in
the middle when compared to other agents who have worked at
NFI for a similar length of time. Michael’s goal for policy sales
over the past year was $415,000 indicating that he did surpass
his annual sales goal. However, it is my opinion that he could
clearly increase his annual sales figures to bring his performance
more in line with what is expected of an employee with 5 years
of service at NFI.

1 2 3 4 5

Developing
ongoing customer
relationships

Michael has done a satisfactory job in fostering current customer
relationships since joining our team at NFI. Michael currently
has retained 72 accounts from the time when he began working
at NFI to this point now 5 years later. However, Michael has
also lost an average of 18 accounts each year and this trend
continued this past year as well.

1 2 3 4 5

Enhancing future
customer
relationships

Michael does do a nice job of fostering future customer
relationships by continuing to bring in new customer accounts to
NFI. Since joining NFI 5 years ago, Michael’s annual average of
new accounts has been 55 accounts. This trend held true over the
past year as well.

1 2 3 4 5

*Each supervisor and member of the management team who has direct responsibility for meeting established
commitments to equal employment opportunity and affirmative action goals shall be evaluated on his/her own good
faith efforts in these areas.
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Unsatisfactory
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2
Improvement
Needed

3
Satisfactory

4
More than
Satisfactory

5
Superior

Comments
Michael did meet annual sales goal, however, his performance has seemed to increase at a much slower
rate than others at NFI for a similar length of time.
Michael needs to strive harder to decrease the number of customers he loses on a yearly basis.
Michael should strive to continue fostering new customer relationships at or above the rate he is currently
performing.
Michael must also work to cut down on the amount of workdays missed on an annual basis.
Future Plans and Actions
Over the next year, Michael’s annual sales goal has been set at $560,000 in policy (existing and new
policy) sales.
Michael must also strive to meet the goal of decreasing the number of accounts lost over the next year.
Michael’s goal over the next year is to limit this to 7 lost accounts.
Michael must also strive to limit the number of workdays missed over the next year to a total of 4 days.

08/01/18
Signature of Immediate Supervisor

Your signature indicates neither agreement nor
disagreement with the evaluation, but it does indicate that
you have read the evaluation, and it has been discussed
with you. If you wish, you may comment in the space
below.

Date

08/06/18
08/05/18
Department Head Signature

Date

Employee Signature

Date
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National Freedom Insurance Co.
ADA Disability Accommodation Request Form
Last Name:
Johnson
Department:
Insurance
Office Location:
Minneapolis, MN
Email Address:
michael.johnson@nfi.com

First Name:
Michael
Job Title:
Insurance Sales Associate
Office Phone:
651-901-9283

DESCRIPTION OF NEED:
Michael has been diagnosed with social anxiety by Dr. Chatta. His anxiety has been seen to lead
to a difficulty concentrating and needs accommodations.
Note: Medical, technical, or service provider assistance may be required to establish a disability as defined by
law and for information necessary to arrange reasonable accommodations. All medical and related
documentation is kept confidential.

ACCOMMODATION REQUESTED (Explain how the accommodation will address the
functional limits caused by the disability. You may attach additional pages if necessary.)
Placement of work space so that it is as quiet and distraction free as is reasonably possible. This
will help with the difficulties concentrating experienced during particularly trying times and
improve my efficiency, productivity, and simplify my task. I will also need to use an electronic
organizer to keep important information (e.g., client names, numbers, etc.) and has alarms so I
don’t miss meetings, deadlines, etc.

___________________________
Employee’s Signature

8/20/18
Date

_______________________
Supervisor’s Signature

8/22/18
Date

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION OFFICE USE ONLY:
Accommodation granted.

___________________________________
Affirmative Action Office Signature
Cc: Employee
Supervisor

08/23/13
Date
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION OFFICE
P.O. Box 1973
Minneapolis, MN 55403
OFFIC: VOICE/TDD: (651) 591 - 1903
FAX: (651) 591 – 1000
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National Freedom Insurance Co.
REQUEST FOR PERSONAL LEAVE
State law requires that you be informed that you are entitled to: (1) request to be informed about
the information collected about yourself on this form, (2) receive and review that information,
and (3) have the information corrected at no charge.
NAME (type or print): Michael Johnson

Job Title: Insurance Sales Associate

Date Prepared: 3/25/18

Department: Insurance

Dates of Leave:

4/15/18 to

4/22/18 .

TYPE OF LEAVE

PURPOSE OF LEAVE

___________ Compensatory Leave
___________ Annual Leave
___________ Sick Leave
___________ Jury Duty
___________ Emergency Leave
___________ Leave Without Pay*
___________ Military Leave
___________ Other (specify below)

___________ Vacation/Personal
___________ Doctor’s Appointment
___________ Birth adoption, placement of foster child*
___________ Spouse/child/parent illness or injury*
___________ Employee illness or injury
___________ Jury Duty
___________ Other (specify below

_________________________________

_____________________________________________

_________________________________

_____________________________________________

_________________________________

_____________________________________________

COMMENTS

Vacation

Notice to employees: This leave _______ will or _______ will not be counted as part of your Family Medical Leave
entitlement for the current fiscal year. If you do not provide appropriate FMLA medical certification for your
absence or do not provide status updates as required, your leave will be charged to any vacation you have earned or
leave without pay. The leave will not be protected by the Family Medical Leave Act and you will not receive the
State benefit contribution while on unpaid leave.
Employee Statement: I certify that I have read and understand the information on this form. I further certify that I
understand that my leave will count toward my Family and Medical Leave entitlement if the purpose of my taking
leave fits one of the categories appearing with an asterisk above. I also certify that I have specified the appropriate
reason for my leave in the space provided above. If the leave is to care for my spouse, child, or parent who does not
live in my home, I certify that I am requesting sick leave only for the time I am needed to provide care and
assistance for a documented medical condition.

EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE _____________________________

DATE

3/25/18

APPROVED BY ______________________________________ DATE

3/28/18

INVISIBLE DISABILITIES AND POTENTIAL
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National Freedom Insurance Co.
REQUEST FOR PERSONAL LEAVE
State law requires that you be informed that you are entitled to: (1) request to be informed about
the information collected about yourself on this form, (2) receive and review that information,
and (3) have the information corrected at no charge.
NAME (type or print): Michael Johnson

Job Title: Insurance Sales Associate

Date Prepared: 10/15/17

Department: Insurance

Dates of Leave:

10/15/17 to

10/22/17 .

TYPE OF LEAVE

PURPOSE OF LEAVE

___________ Compensatory Leave
___________ Annual Leave
___________ Sick Leave
___________ Jury Duty
___________ Emergency Leave
___________ Leave Without Pay*
___________ Military Leave
___________ Other (specify below)

___________ Vacation/Personal
___________ Doctor’s Appointment
___________ Birth adoption, placement of foster child*
___________ Spouse/child/parent illness or injury*
___________ Employee illness or injury
___________ Jury Duty
___________ Other (specify below

_________________________________

_____________________________________________

_________________________________

_____________________________________________

_________________________________

_____________________________________________

COMMENTS

Car Accident

Notice to employees: This leave _______ will or _______ will not be counted as part of your Family Medical Leave
entitlement for the current fiscal year. If you do not provide appropriate FMLA medical certification for your
absence or do not provide status updates as required, your leave will be charged to any vacation you have earned or
leave without pay. The leave will not be protected by the Family Medical Leave Act and you will not receive the
State benefit contribution while on unpaid leave.
Employee Statement: I certify that I have read and understand the information on this form. I further certify that I
understand that my leave will count toward my Family and Medical Leave entitlement if the purpose of my taking
leave fits one of the categories appearing with an asterisk above. I also certify that I have specified the appropriate
reason for my leave in the space provided above. If the leave is to care for my spouse, child, or parent who does not
live in my home, I certify that I am requesting sick leave only for the time I am needed to provide care and
assistance for a documented medical condition.

EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE _____________________________

DATE

10/15/17

APPROVED BY ______________________________________ DATE

10/15/17

INVISIBLE DISABILITIES AND POTENTIAL
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National Freedom Insurance Co.
REQUEST FOR PERSONAL LEAVE
State law requires that you be informed that you are entitled to: (1) request to be informed about
the information collected about yourself on this form, (2) receive and review that information,
and (3) have the information corrected at no charge.
NAME (type or print): Michael Johnson

Job Title: Insurance Sales Associate

Date Prepared: 9/16/16

Department: Insurance

Dates of Leave:

10/15/16 to

11/15/16 .

TYPE OF LEAVE

PURPOSE OF LEAVE

___________ Compensatory Leave
___________ Annual Leave
___________ Sick Leave
___________ Jury Duty
___________ Emergency Leave
___________ Leave Without Pay*
___________ Military Leave
___________ Other (specify below)

___________ Vacation/Personal
___________ Doctor’s Appointment
___________ Birth adoption, placement of foster child*
___________ Spouse/child/parent illness or injury*
___________ Employee illness or injury
___________ Jury Duty
___________ Other (specify below

_________________________________

_____________________________________________

_________________________________

_____________________________________________

_________________________________

_____________________________________________

COMMENTS

Surgery to repair dislocated shoulder

Notice to employees: This leave _______ will or _______ will not be counted as part of your Family Medical Leave
entitlement for the current fiscal year. If you do not provide appropriate FMLA medical certification for your
absence or do not provide status updates as required, your leave will be charged to any vacation you have earned or
leave without pay. The leave will not be protected by the Family Medical Leave Act and you will not receive the
State benefit contribution while on unpaid leave.
Employee Statement: I certify that I have read and understand the information on this form. I further certify that I
understand that my leave will count toward my Family and Medical Leave entitlement if the purpose of my taking
leave fits one of the categories appearing with an asterisk above. I also certify that I have specified the appropriate
reason for my leave in the space provided above. If the leave is to care for my spouse, child, or parent who does not
live in my home, I certify that I am requesting sick leave only for the time I am needed to provide care and
assistance for a documented medical condition.

EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE _____________________________

DATE

9/16/16

APPROVED BY ______________________________________ DATE

9/25/16

INVISIBLE DISABILITIES AND POTENTIAL
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National Freedom Insurance Co.
Performance Improvement Record
_____ Documented Verbal (V)
____ Written Warning (W)

Date

8/11/16

Department

.

_____ Written Warning with Suspension (S)
_____ Separation

Employee Name

Insurance

Michael Johnson

.

DETAILS OF PERFORMANCE ISSUE
Date of Occurrence:
8/11/18
.
Time: ________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Performance Expectation(s):
Limit absences to that which is granted under his sick leave bank.

Specific Action Plan:

Person Responsible:

By When:

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
I understand that if the performance expectation(s) are not met or future infractions occur,
I will receive further disciplinary action up to and including possible termination.
__________________________________________
Employee Signature

8/12/18
Date

__________________________________________
Supervisor Signature

8/12/18
Date

__________________________________________
Department Head Signature

8/12/18
Date

Past Reprimands
Date

Infraction

V

W

S

INVISIBLE DISABILITIES AND POTENTIAL
Michael R. Johnson
michael.johnson@nfi.com
127 W. Grant St., #4
Minneapolis, MN 55403
651-901-3357
Education
Bachelor of Arts, English, May 2013
University of Minnesota, Rochester, Minnesota
Sales Experience
National Freedom Insurance Co., Minneapolis, MN; July 2013 to Present
Insurance Sales Associate
Responsible for selling, maintaining, and administering vehicle, homeowner, life, and
other insurance policies to individual customers, developing ongoing customer
relationships, and enhancing future customer relationships.
O’Malley’s Auto Parts, Rochester, MN; April 2005 to June 2007
Customer Sales Associate
Merchandise sales, provided technical advice to customers, trained new employees.
Work-Related Accomplishments
Top Selling Insurance Sales Associate of the Month, National Freedom Insurance
March 2014, August 2014, January 2015, May 2015, October 2015, February 2016
Other Accomplishments
Fluent in Spanish
Phi Beta Kappa National Honor Society, Inducted May 2010
Professional Organizations
American Insurance Marketing and Sales Society, August 2013 to Present
National Association of Vehicle Insurance Agents, August 2013 to Present
National Association of Life Insurance Agents, August 2013 to Present
National Association of Homeowner Insurance Agents, August 2013 to Present
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Retained by: Office of Record: 5 Years After Separation
Other Copies: 3 – 5 years After Evaluation
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Prepared in Duplication
Original-Employing Dept.
Copy-the Employee

Employee Name:

Department:

Michael Johnson

Insurance

Payroll Title:

Date Hired

Length of Time in Present Job:

Insurance Sales Associate

07/2013

5 yr

Supervisor Name:

Supervisor’s Payroll Title:

Period covered by this evaluation:
FROM: 07/2017
TO: 07/2018
Length of time you have supervised this employee:

Ron Ward

Operations Supervisor – Midwest

5 yr

1
Unsatisfactory
Responsibilities for
Period of Evaluation

2
Improvement
Needed

Region:

Midwest

3
Satisfactory

4
More than
Satisfactory

Comments and Objectives

5
Superior

Select One

Selling,
maintaining, and
administering
vehicle,
homeowner, life,
and other
insurance to
individual
customers

Michael continues to grow his customer base from year-to-year.
His sales over the past year totaled $442,000, a total that falls in
the middle when compared to other agents who have worked at
NFI for a similar length of time. Michael’s goal for policy sales
over the past year was $415,000 indicating that he did surpass
his annual sales goal. However, it is my opinion that he could
clearly increase his annual sales figures to bring his performance
more in line with what is expected of an employee with 5 years
of service at NFI.

1 2 3 4 5

Developing
ongoing customer
relationships

Michael has done a satisfactory job in fostering current customer
relationships since joining our team at NFI. Michael currently
has retained 72 accounts from the time when he began working
at NFI to this point now 5 years later. However, Michael has
also lost an average of 18 accounts each year and this trend
continued this past year as well.

1 2 3 4 5

Enhancing future
customer
relationships

Michael does do a nice job of fostering future customer
relationships by continuing to bring in new customer accounts to
NFI. Since joining NFI 5 years ago, Michael’s annual average of
new accounts has been 55 accounts. This trend held true over the
past year as well.

1 2 3 4 5

*Each supervisor and member of the management team who has direct responsibility for meeting established
commitments to equal employment opportunity and affirmative action goals shall be evaluated on his/her own good
faith efforts in these areas.

INVISIBLE DISABILITIES AND POTENTIAL

Overall Evaluation

1
Unsatisfactory

48

2
Improvement
Needed

3
Satisfactory

4
More than
Satisfactory

5
Superior

Comments
Michael did meet annual sales goal, however, his performance has seemed to increase at a much slower
rate than others at NFI for a similar length of time.
Michael needs to strive harder to decrease the number of customers he loses on a yearly basis.
Michael should strive to continue fostering new customer relationships at or above the rate he is currently
performing.
Michael must also work to cut down on the amount of workdays missed on an annual basis.
Future Plans and Actions
Over the next year, Michael’s annual sales goal has been set at $560,000 in policy (existing and new
policy) sales.
Michael must also strive to meet the goal of decreasing the number of accounts lost over the next year.
Michael’s goal over the next year is to limit this to 7 lost accounts.
Michael must also strive to limit the number of workdays missed over the next year to a total of 4 days.

08/01/18
Signature of Immediate Supervisor

Your signature indicates neither agreement nor
disagreement with the evaluation, but it does indicate that
you have read the evaluation, and it has been discussed
with you. If you wish, you may comment in the space
below.

Date

08/06/18
08/05/18
Department Head Signature

Date

Employee Signature

Date

INVISIBLE DISABILITIES AND POTENTIAL
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National Freedom Insurance Co.
REQUEST FOR PERSONAL LEAVE
State law requires that you be informed that you are entitled to: (1) request to be informed about
the information collected about yourself on this form, (2) receive and review that information,
and (3) have the information corrected at no charge.
NAME (type or print): Michael Johnson

Job Title: Insurance Sales Associate

Date Prepared: 3/25/18

Department: Insurance

Dates of Leave:

4/15/18 to

4/22/18 .

TYPE OF LEAVE

PURPOSE OF LEAVE

___________ Compensatory Leave
___________ Annual Leave
___________ Sick Leave
___________ Jury Duty
___________ Emergency Leave
___________ Leave Without Pay*
___________ Military Leave
___________ Other (specify below)

___________ Vacation/Personal
___________ Doctor’s Appointment
___________ Birth adoption, placement of foster child*
___________ Spouse/child/parent illness or injury*
___________ Employee illness or injury
___________ Jury Duty
___________ Other (specify below

_________________________________

_____________________________________________

_________________________________

_____________________________________________

_________________________________

_____________________________________________

COMMENTS

Vacation

Notice to employees: This leave _______ will or _______ will not be counted as part of your Family Medical Leave
entitlement for the current fiscal year. If you do not provide appropriate FMLA medical certification for your
absence or do not provide status updates as required, your leave will be charged to any vacation you have earned or
leave without pay. The leave will not be protected by the Family Medical Leave Act and you will not receive the
State benefit contribution while on unpaid leave.
Employee Statement: I certify that I have read and understand the information on this form. I further certify that I
understand that my leave will count toward my Family and Medical Leave entitlement if the purpose of my taking
leave fits one of the categories appearing with an asterisk above. I also certify that I have specified the appropriate
reason for my leave in the space provided above. If the leave is to care for my spouse, child, or parent who does not
live in my home, I certify that I am requesting sick leave only for the time I am needed to provide care and
assistance for a documented medical condition.

EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE _____________________________

DATE

3/25/18

APPROVED BY ______________________________________ DATE

3/28/18

INVISIBLE DISABILITIES AND POTENTIAL
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National Freedom Insurance Co.
REQUEST FOR PERSONAL LEAVE
State law requires that you be informed that you are entitled to: (1) request to be informed about
the information collected about yourself on this form, (2) receive and review that information,
and (3) have the information corrected at no charge.
NAME (type or print): Michael Johnson

Job Title: Insurance Sales Associate

Date Prepared: 10/15/17

Department: Insurance

Dates of Leave:

10/15/17 to

10/22/17 .

TYPE OF LEAVE

PURPOSE OF LEAVE

___________ Compensatory Leave
___________ Annual Leave
___________ Sick Leave
___________ Jury Duty
___________ Emergency Leave
___________ Leave Without Pay*
___________ Military Leave
___________ Other (specify below)

___________ Vacation/Personal
___________ Doctor’s Appointment
___________ Birth adoption, placement of foster child*
___________ Spouse/child/parent illness or injury*
___________ Employee illness or injury
___________ Jury Duty
___________ Other (specify below

_________________________________

_____________________________________________

_________________________________

_____________________________________________

_________________________________

_____________________________________________

COMMENTS

Car Accident

Notice to employees: This leave _______ will or _______ will not be counted as part of your Family Medical Leave
entitlement for the current fiscal year. If you do not provide appropriate FMLA medical certification for your
absence or do not provide status updates as required, your leave will be charged to any vacation you have earned or
leave without pay. The leave will not be protected by the Family Medical Leave Act and you will not receive the
State benefit contribution while on unpaid leave.
Employee Statement: I certify that I have read and understand the information on this form. I further certify that I
understand that my leave will count toward my Family and Medical Leave entitlement if the purpose of my taking
leave fits one of the categories appearing with an asterisk above. I also certify that I have specified the appropriate
reason for my leave in the space provided above. If the leave is to care for my spouse, child, or parent who does not
live in my home, I certify that I am requesting sick leave only for the time I am needed to provide care and
assistance for a documented medical condition.

EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE _____________________________

DATE

10/15/17

APPROVED BY ______________________________________ DATE

10/15/17

INVISIBLE DISABILITIES AND POTENTIAL
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National Freedom Insurance Co.
REQUEST FOR PERSONAL LEAVE
State law requires that you be informed that you are entitled to: (1) request to be informed about
the information collected about yourself on this form, (2) receive and review that information,
and (3) have the information corrected at no charge.
NAME (type or print): Michael Johnson

Job Title: Insurance Sales Associate

Date Prepared: 9/16/16

Department: Insurance

Dates of Leave:

10/15/16 to

11/15/16 .

TYPE OF LEAVE

PURPOSE OF LEAVE

___________ Compensatory Leave
___________ Annual Leave
___________ Sick Leave
___________ Jury Duty
___________ Emergency Leave
___________ Leave Without Pay*
___________ Military Leave
___________ Other (specify below)

___________ Vacation/Personal
___________ Doctor’s Appointment
___________ Birth adoption, placement of foster child*
___________ Spouse/child/parent illness or injury*
___________ Employee illness or injury
___________ Jury Duty
___________ Other (specify below

_________________________________

_____________________________________________

_________________________________

_____________________________________________

_________________________________

_____________________________________________

COMMENTS

Surgery to repair dislocated shoulder

Notice to employees: This leave _______ will or _______ will not be counted as part of your Family Medical Leave
entitlement for the current fiscal year. If you do not provide appropriate FMLA medical certification for your
absence or do not provide status updates as required, your leave will be charged to any vacation you have earned or
leave without pay. The leave will not be protected by the Family Medical Leave Act and you will not receive the
State benefit contribution while on unpaid leave.
Employee Statement: I certify that I have read and understand the information on this form. I further certify that I
understand that my leave will count toward my Family and Medical Leave entitlement if the purpose of my taking
leave fits one of the categories appearing with an asterisk above. I also certify that I have specified the appropriate
reason for my leave in the space provided above. If the leave is to care for my spouse, child, or parent who does not
live in my home, I certify that I am requesting sick leave only for the time I am needed to provide care and
assistance for a documented medical condition.

EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE _____________________________

DATE

9/16/16

APPROVED BY ______________________________________ DATE

9/25/16

INVISIBLE DISABILITIES AND POTENTIAL
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National Freedom Insurance Co.
Performance Improvement Record
_____ Documented Verbal (V)
____ Written Warning (W)

Date

8/11/16

Department

.

_____ Written Warning with Suspension (S)
_____ Separation

Employee Name

Insurance

Michael Johnson

.

DETAILS OF PERFORMANCE ISSUE
Date of Occurrence:
8/11/18
.
Time: ________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Performance Expectation(s):
Limit absences to that which is granted under his sick leave bank.

Specific Action Plan:

Person Responsible:

By When:

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
I understand that if the performance expectation(s) are not met or future infractions occur,
I will receive further disciplinary action up to and including possible termination.
__________________________________________
Employee Signature

8/12/18
Date

__________________________________________
Supervisor Signature

8/12/18
Date

__________________________________________
Department Head Signature

8/12/18
Date

Past Reprimands
Date

Infraction

V

W

S

